
4/5/79 

Deer Ruse; 

After you spoke to Bill Corley, I again got in touch with the Archives, 
asking for everything and a-  ything they bed on file on the other people whose 
names you mentioned as having been interviewed by the FBI. I said everything 
except what I already had, and I deutified that as pages 8 and 9 of File 47. 

Just how t.ey try and help me may interest you. Because of the 
difficulties I have* bed with my mail, I eaktlast when they send a large batch 
of meterisl they register it. This gets charged to me. I pay the cost. In the 
pest, when tuey sent me fewer documents than teal in cost what registration 

does, I have caked them to use better judgement, not register. 

Well, yesterday, I got from them a duplicate copy of pages 8 and 9 of 

the same file with pegs 7, from a different file, that in tee toil .section` e! 

under.  Corley. Bill", a cope of page 7 of File 47 that Fes filed under ":erhin, 
Htgh, and a copy of pages 7 and 8 filed under "Hester, Luke Christopher". in 
short, what they could have franked me free and vould have cost me Bee, one 
copy of page 7 of File 47, cost me a little more than 10 times that. This is ens 
of the minor ways in whIch my limited funds are burned up. 

I have copied page 7 from the Larkin file because that is the more 
distinct one. I heve improved it soeewhat by overexposure in the machine I use. 
It was not really bad by their standards to begin with, but it also was not 

this clear. It is interesting to note that the bottom of the page has the 

standard FBI form typed on. They have a printed form they use, and the printed 
legend is at the bottom. You can see nunerous examples in PHOTOCRAIEIC MITE-
WASH (where in some cases I eliminated blen1 space). 

This does not make me wonder less why the FBI did not interview 

Larkin (if not Hester Sr.) or, if they did, why it is not in the file. In 
short, when I add this to the failure to respond in any way to my question, 

was there any kind of an investigation of the license number, my curiosity is 
more Plagued. I think at this point it would be a good idea, now that the 

investigation is over and the same phoney "security" cannot be invoked, if the 
same inquiry were made in Now York. I waeld like to know what happens if it 
is done. There cannot have been ,a "freeze" on information and "only the FBI 
could obtain this information" and no FBI interest, no FBI report. Which makes 

interest in Valls and Bolden a little stronger. 

I do hope Corley and beater understand that, if end when this entire 

fake solution to the greatest single ceime in our history comes apart, they 
have been carefully framed with a minor share of responsibility by their ever-
friendly BBI. They are not alone. The government arranged it so hundreds of 
people might later have graving doubts about their own conduct, so that, in same 
cases, history would deal harshly with them, as if they were silent when later 
developments indicate they should not have been. This, in turn, tends to eeks 
people continue silence, which, in turn, tends to preserve the public reputation 
of the ever-vigilant, the sleepless, unflagging, undeterred FBI, just like on TV. 

Looking forward to hearing more from you. 

Sincerely, 


